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In the de,de or so that comfitutes the pe~od of o~ renew? pro~ess towed
understan~ng the proc~ses involved in l~r~ng can o~y be described in terms
that sound extravagant. It is o~ task to consider o~y one part of this remarkable pro~ess, but ~ order to put o~ renew ~ perspective,
we be~n with a
brief sketch of o~ impres~on of the c~rent con~tion of the psycholo~ of
leafing and
A attle more than 10 years ago, experimental psycholo~sts in the field of
l~r~ng seemed concerned primarily with changes ~ the frequency of certain
response classes over trials as a function of experimental con~tio~. Since that
time a new psycholo~ of cog~tion has ~ownup, at least to the point of adol~cence, if not young mat~ty. Wh~eit is important to rememberthat occasional
far-sighted th~rists and co~entators since James (115) and before have seen
clearly that cognition is a complexand worthy subject, k is nonetheless true that
the emergent tech~ques and imerests in the study of co~tlve processes such
as attention, encoding, search strate~es, rehearsal processes, and understan~ng
~
constitute a ~d of revolution.
~ Preparationof this report wassupportedin part by the Air ForceOffice of Scientific
Research under Contract No. F~620-72-C-003 with the HumanP~formance ~nter,
Department of Psyeholo~, U~versity of Michigan; and in part by National Science
Foundation Grant GB-31045.
z Mathematicall~r~ng theory has not been the topic of an ~rlier contribution to
the Annual Re~iew. Wedate our review mai~yfrom Estes’ renewof l~rning theory in
1962(65), although we have omitted somematerial d~t with by Millw~din 1964(24),
and our review overlaps to someextent Hunt’s renew of ~mputer sim~ation in 1968
(108). O~fiterature renewends with the calend~ year 1971.
~ Thoughnot in the sense of Kuhn(130), whoseconceptof a revolution seemsto us
be quite irrelevant to the analysis of scientific progress. Weconsider the newdevelopments of the 1960s as completely continuous ~th the development of mathematical
leafing theory in the 1950s by manyworkers, including Estes (59, 62), Bush& MosteHer
(37, 38), and Suppes&Atkinson (212), and although we did not participate in those
developments, it seems to us that they were q~te continuous with ~rlier well-~own
work such as that of Hull (106). Vktually all of the workreviewedhere has been con~ibuted by scientists trained by those whobuilt psycholo~during what we and others
world call the prerevolution~ period of ~g~five psycholo~, or by those prerevolufionary scientists themselves. In o~ jud~ent, what we are reporting is not a para~gm
s~ft, whatever t~t ~ght be.
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This revolution has influenced the study of learning very substantially. In
particular, learning has beensubjectedto an analysis of processessuch as attention, storage, and retrieval that underlie the overall changes,of state that are
labeled learning. Majorinnovations have occurred at levels involving general
conceptualization, theoretical method,and experimental technique. Workersin
thefield are all awareof the newexperimentalparadigmsthat have been devised
to isolate and examineparticular processes, such as sensory storage of briefly
exposedvisual information(2, 71,206), attentional and short-term storage processes in audition (34), short-term retention of verbal items (35, 173, 174, 201),
encodingprocesses and the role of similarity (43, 179), processes of retrieval
from both short- and long-term memory
(42, 133, 148, 209), and the learning
conceptsand rules (99, 190), to mentionjust a few.
Along with these developments in experimental methods, several formal
developmentshave provided increased powerfor theoretical work. In his review
of literature prior to 1962, Estes (65, p. 111) correctly foresawthe importance
developmentsin mathematicsby which"psychologists have had placed in their
hands the simple but powerful methodsof finite Markovchains," which have
provided the formal basis of muchsubstantive analysis. Of similar importance
havebeencontinueddevelopments
in artificial intelligence, stimulating numerous
efforts to understandpsychological processes with the aid of computersimulation (110).
The most important theoretical development,in our opinion, has been the
evolution of concepts for describing and analyzing psychological processes and
structures. A notable feature of manytheoretical contributions has beenthe assumptionof considerable structural complexity. The structural properties of
systems for processing information and memorizinghave been considered in
several theories (9, 161). Theorists have assumeda hierarchical process of feature extraction, with elementaryproperties analyzedinitially, and morecomplex
properties or namesof stimuli processedor stored at higher levels (137, 197, 199).
Modelsof problemsolving have incorporated multilevel functioning, with recursive methodsand executive control of processes (58, 184). Tree structures
havebeen proposedto represent whata subject learns whena list of verbal items
is memorized(76, 101), and whena classificatory concept has been induced
during conceptlearning (108, 112, 229). Andthe problemof serial order has been
approachedwith increased sophistication, with representations of sequential
conceptsas hierarchies of rules or transformations(189, 190, 204, 233).
Adecadeago it wasstill appropriate to characterize the psychologyof learning as the study of "mentalchemistry,"that is, the investigation of processesby
which elements combineinto more complexcompounds.Wesense that the study
of learning is in a transition stage in whichour concernsare movingtowardan
interest in the processes by whichtrees and other cognitive structures are acquired and modified. Perhaps "mental forestry" suggests a better analogy for
characterizingthe current transition stage, if not the final version of the psychologyof learningthat is emerging.At least, ff weare. still mentalchemists,weare
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1, Divisionsof information-processing
function
in the humanmemory
system.
dealing with structures comparableto those of organic rather than inorganic
compounds.
In the newpsychologyof cognition that has developedin the last decadeor
so, it is customaryto represent somemaindivisions of function in a flow diagram,and Figure 1 showsthe maincomponents
of what we take to be the current
consensus.Informationenters the systemthrough sensory registers, whereit is
held in short-term sensory storage (STSS), but is lost very quickly--usually
within fractions of a second--unlessit is processedfurther into the system.Most
theorists assumethat further processingconsists of attending to the sensory information in STSS,whichhas the effect of transferring information to shortterm memory(STM).Short-term memoryhas a relatively small capacity of
few items or chunksof information, and items are apparently stored most frequentlyif not alwaysin a formappropriate for rehearsal, with phonemicfeatures
playing a prominentrole. Items are typically held in STM
for times on the order
of seconds, and retrieval of informationfrom STMis rapid and reliable.
By long-term memory
(LTM)we meanto denote a system of relatively large
capacity, at least up to dozensof items. Retrieval fromLTM
is problematic, and
it appears that muchinformationapparently lost actually remains in the system
but becomesinaccessible. Thetime scale wehave in mindregardingLTM
is on the
order of a few minutes up to several hours. Examplesof learning that involve
LTMinclude memorizinga list of words during an experiment, or retaining.
informationabout experimentalprocedureswhile reading the results section of a
scientific article. Bysemantic and factual knowledge,werefer to the person’s
store of knowledgeabout concepts and past events that is virtually permanent.
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Terminologyis troublesomehere, since several authors have referred to this
kind of permanentstore as long-term memory,with considerable justification.
But we have chosen the usage described here in order to makemaximalcontact
withthe existing literature.
Our reference to "executive control" in Figure 1 recognizesthe importanceof
attention and decision processes in the storage, rehearsal, and retrieval of information. A subject maydecide to ignore an item in STSSrather than enter it
in STM(9). Contactwith the lexical contents of semanticand factual knowledge
involves a decision rule for determining whetherenoughinformation has been
perceivedto justify assigninga nameto the stimulus(137, 197). Thereare mechanismsfor selecting items held in STM
for rehearsal (9, 17, 183), and for selecting
attributes of stimuli for special attention and processing(40, 185, 239). Developments of organized groupings of items in LTM
and strategies of searching in
LTM
for items (124, 202) are further functions carried out under executive control. Wheninformation is retrieved, a decision has to be madewhetherthe informationis adequateto justify a response(16, 29, 122, 161).
Thelearning theories that are the subject of this reviewdeal with the process
of acquiring information and rememberingit. Usinga criterion that is fairly
standard, albeit arbitrary, weconsiderlearning as a processresulting in retention
of informationfor at least a fewminutes.Thus, in relation to Figure 1, we consider theories dealing with the process of storing and retaining informationin
¯ LTM.Weomit consideration of STSSentirely, and our concern with STMis
limited to processesof short-term retention that influence storage of information
in LTM.Modificationsin the structure of a person’s semanticand factual knowledge certainly constitute learning, but rigorous theoretical analyses of such
processes havenot yet appeared. Anotherlimitation on this reviewis imposedby
the fact that nearly all quantitative theorizing during the last decadehas dealt
with the storage and retention of verbal information;we therefore havelittle to
say about either animallearning or about the learning of skills. Animallearning
has receivedlimited attention by quantitatively oriented theorists duringthe last
decade, and althoughquantitative analyses have beencarried out with respect to
the properties of skilled performance,we are awareof very little quantitative
theorizing on the acquisition of skills, with Timpe’swork(223-225)being the
main exception that we knowof.
Onthe question of whatconstitutes a "mathematical"learning theory, weare
neither certain of our criteria, nor do wethink, in spite of our efforts, that wehave
been completely consistent. In general, we have assumedthat mathematical
theories consist of hypothesesstated in a relatively formalwaytogether with implications drawnfrom those hypotheses by means of mathematical reasoning.
Nearly all of the quantitative theorizing covered by our review employseither
probability theory or computerprogramsas the mathematicalbasis. But the rdatire importanceof mathematicalworkin a contribution to theory varies a great
deal. Weare aware that other reviewers wouldprobably apply quite different
criteria for inclusion in this area. Since we are primarily interested in learning
theory rather than mathematics,wethink we have been quite.conservative in ex-
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cluding "nonmathematical" contributions, but it seems certain that others would
include someof the contributions that we have failed to mention.
The remainder of this review presents our impression of the current state of
theoretical understanding of learning processes as represented in relatively rigorous (i.e. "mathematical") theories. Our discussion in the next section is organized
around the question: What is learned? Our discussion is focused on the problem
of representing what is stored during learning, but we also commentbriefly on
the influence of forgetting and retrieval processes on acquisitionandperformance.
In the third section we review theoretical analyses of specific varieties of learning,
and in the final section we close by reviewing someanalyses of formal properties
and statistical methods.
WHAT IS

LEARNED?

As an outcome of learning, information is stored in memorythat was not
there before, or somestructure of knowledgeis modified. Theoretical representations of what is stored during learning seem to be of two kinds: either information
stored in memoryis assumedto consist of representations of the items studied, or
the contents of memoryare assumedto be a set of rules for generating a response
or a series of responses. The difference maybe more apparent than real. Wesuppose that theorists whorefer explicitly only to storage of item representations are
being ell/ptical, since it is obvious that there must be someprocedurefor translating the stored information into responses. Onthe other hand, theories assuming
that rules for response generation can be learned without any concomitant learning of item information tend to overlook the evidence that subjects can often
respond correctly on tests that require the retrieval from memoryof information
about specific items.
ITEMI~EPI~ESENTATIONS
Storage.--Theories that assume items rather than rules are stored vary on two
dimensions. Onedimension is whether items are assumedto exist in memoryin a
unitary way or are assumed to have a more complex representation, usually involving feature or attribute descriptions. A second dimension is whether the
representation in memoryis all-or-none or varies in strength along somediscrete
or continuous scale.
In the simplest combination of assumptions, an item is stored as a unit, and
storage is an all-or-none process. This assumption is made in the all-or-none
Markovmodels in which the learning of an item consists of a discrete change in
state. The simplest case involves a two-state system in which the only distinction
madeis whether an item is learned or unlearned (27, 64). To analyze certain kinds
of transient effects, a third state has been introduced corresponding to STM.An
item maybe stored in STMtemporarily after study, with some probability of returning to the unlearned state. Entry into the learned state corresponds to achieving a record of the item in LTM(7, 86, 121,235). Unitary, all-or-none storage
also assumed in analyses based on queuing theory (28, 183), where STMis assumedto consist of a queue of items waiting to be processed, and storage in LTM
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results whenan item is processed, whichoccurs whenthe item reaches the first
position in the queue. In his fixed-point model, Murdock
(153, 154) also assumes
all-or-none storage, but whetheran item is retrievable or not after a givenretention interval is determinedby a fluctuation processassumedto reflect the interaction of forgetting and reminiscence.
. Anotherclass of theories assumesthat storage involvesthe representation of
an itemin a unitary way,but that the strength of the representationis a variable.
In one version, used by Bernbach(17, 18), storage consists of creating copies
an item, so an item maybe represented by any numberof copies in memory.In
Bernbach’s theory there is no separate systemof STM,but the probability of
addingcopies by rehearsal decreases with time after an item’s presentations, due
to the increasing chancethat all the copies of the item have beenlost. Another
theory that assumesunitary storage with varying strength is Wickelgren’s(237)
trace theory. Wickelgrenassumesthat the representation of an item consists of
several traces, each varying in strength as a function of time since the item was
studied. The several componentsof the memorysystem (Wickelgren assumed
there are four) are representedby traces with different rates of consolidationand
decay. Anothervariation wasgiven by Atkinson&ShilTrin (9), whoassumedthat
occupancyof STM
is all-or-none, with a finite upperlimit on the numberof items
that can be in STMat any time. Storage in LTM
is assumedto involve representation of unitary items, but the strength of the representation is a continuousvariable referred to as the amountof information in LTMfor an item, with the
amountof information transferred to LTM
being proportional to the amountof
time that the item was in STM.The idea that recognition dependson a decision
process basedon the famih’arity or strength of an item’s trace also uses the idea
of a unitary variable-strengthrepresentation(16, 50, 100, 122, 146, 172, 238).
Thesecondmainalternative assumptionabout storage is that the representation of an itemis not unitary but consists of a representation of someof its features. The simplest analyses using this idea are the N-elementmodelsof stimulus
samplingtheory (70, 214) whereit is assumedthat a stimulussituation consists
manyelementsor presents different potential perceptual patterns. At a specified
stage of learning someproportionof the elementsor patterns are associated with
a given responsein the subject’s memory;
at the limit, if a single responsehas
alwaysbeenpaired withthe stimulus, all the elementsor patterns of that stimulus
are represented in memory
in association with the response. The assumptionsof
the mixedpattern-componentsmodel(8, 81, 83) are that all the componentsof
stimulus are connectedwith a responsein memory,and if a subset of one or more
of the original components
appears as a test stimulus, the responsewill be performed. Thus the mixed modelincludes the implidt assumption that stimulus
features or componentsare represented in memory.In a similar way, Bower’s
(29) multicomponent
theory of the memory
trace assumesthat a set or vector
stimulus properties is stored in memory.Bower’sanalysis deals with the process
of losing elementsfromthe stored vector through decayor interference during a
retention interval and thus differs fromthe analysis given in stimulus sampling
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theory, whichdeals with the processof building a set of stored components
during
training.
In a sense, the fluctuation modelformulatedby Estes (60, 61) providesa theory
of memorystorage that generalizes the two ideas given in ordinary stimulus
samplingtheory and in Bower’smulticomponentanalysis, since the fluctuation
modelconsiders the process of storing a set of componentassociations for a
stimulusas well as the loss of those components
over a retention interval. In the
fluctuation model,Estes assumedthat a subset of the potential elements for a
stimulusare available for association with responsein any situation, but over a
retention interval the elementsin the available subset are exchanged
withelements
that wereunavailable originally, thus causing elementsassociated with the responsein memory
to becomeunavailable at a later test. Elementsare not permanently lost in the fluctuation model;they mayfluctuate backto the available set
at a later time.
In sometheories dealing with stimulusfeatures, properties of certain features
have beenspecified. In a theory given by Restle (187) representation of an item
initially stored in memory
maynot be distinctive enoughto permit discrimination
from similar items. The representation neededincludes the feature that distinguishes betweensimilar stimuli or responses. Anothertheory specifying the
nature of features represented in memory
was given by Laughery(137), whospecified a set of visual and acoustic features for letters and numetalsand assumed
that these are stored as part of one’s permanentknowledge.Laughery’stheory,
like Bernbach’sdesclibed above, does not distinguish betweenSTMand LTMas
separate systems.In Laughery’sanalysis, acoustic features of presenteditems are
represented in memoryand are updated and strengthened by rehearsal. Another
theory that assumesa representation of features in the subject’s permanent
knowledgewas given by Nornaan&Rumelhart(161). Their theory of storage uses
the idea of contextual association; they assumethat whenan item is recognized
in study, its features are tagged in memory
showingthe context in whichit was
presented. The information stored in memolyaccording to Norman&Rumelhart’s theory consists of associations betweenfeatures of items and contextual
tags. Association betweenfeatures or properties and responses is the assumed
nature of informationstorage in classical discriminationlearning theory of the
Hull-spencevariety (207, 241). Other kinds of informationassumedto be stored
about an item include the frequencyof its occurrence(20) and the time of its
occurrence(202, 203), and the relative position of the item on somequantitative
scale suchas size (30).
Forgetting.--Forgettingis not a concernof this reviewexcept to the extent
that it influencesacquisitionprocesses.Severaldifferent types of interactions betweenacquisition and forgetting are foundamongdifferent theory types. In those
theories assuminga unidimensionalmemory
trace that varies in strength or number of stored elements,it is natural to assumethat forgetting consists of a loss in
strength or numberof stored elements.After a series of learning trials, perfor-
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manceis determinedby the net effect of the acquisitionof strength on the learning
trials and the loss in strength betweenlearning trials. This interpretation of the
interaction betweenforgetting and acquisition, althoughquite appealingintuitively, has the considerabledefect of being nearly alwayscompletelywrongin its
predictions of the effects of the temporalspacing of learning trails. Givenany
reasonable learning operator, such an interaction leads to the prediction that
learning is optimizedwhenthe spacingbetweentrials is minimized[for a discussion of this issue, see Bjork(23)].
In modelsin whichwhat is stored can be in morethan one memory
state, such
as STMand LTM,or available and unavailable, the interaction between forgetting and acquisition is morecomplex.Undersomecircumstancesthe interaction can be such that long-termlearning profits fromshort-term forgetting. This
kind of interaction can occur in modelsof the rehearsal-consolidation type (9,
132), of the stimulus fluctuation type (60), and of the multistate Markovtype
(86). In these theories, increasedforgetting betweenany twolearning trials reducesperformanceat that point in the learning process, but long-termlearning
mayprofit fromeither increased consolidation of long-term memory
as the temporal spacing betweentwo learning trials is increased, or fromimprovedlongterm acquisition on the secondof the two learning trials. Long-termacquisition
mightbe facilitated on the secondlearning trial in twoways.First, the numberof
formerly unconditionedand unavailable stimulus elements that becomeavailable
and conditionable through fluctuation could increase with the temporal spacing
betweentrials. Onthe other hand, the probability of transition froma forgotten
state to long-termmemory
could exceedthe probability of transition fromshortterm memoryto long-term memory,and a longer interval betweentwo learning
trials woulddecrease the likelihood that an item wouldremainin short-term
memory
at the time of the secondlearning trial.
RetrievaL--In the foregoing theories of representational storage, retrieval
processes sometimesdo and sometimesdo not play a major role in determining
performance.Whenan item is assumedto be stored as a unit, there is not much
basis for a theory of retrieval, althoughretrieval probability mightbe assumedto
vary with numberof copies stored, or, under the assumption that an item be
stored as a unit in one or moredifferent memory
states, retrieval of an item might
be assumed(89, 243) to vary with its state in memory.
Whenan item is assumed
to be stored in termsof its features or trace strength,
there is a natural basis for specifying retrieval mechanisms.
Giventhat a feature
list in memory
incompletelyspecifies an item, different assumptionsabout the
retrieval processyield different predictions of both frequencyand types of errors
on tests of recall and recognition (29, 137, 161). If a memory
trace is assumed
vary in strength on a continuum,recall and recognition maybe assumedto depend on decision mechanisms,such as that embodiedin the theory of signal
detectability (238, for example).
Whenjudgmentsof list membership,recency, or frequency of occurrenceare
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required, retrieval mechanisms
play a critical role. Thereis no reason to expect
that the retrieval mechanisms
involved in such judgmentstend to be simple; it
is almost certain that comparisonsamongitems, judgmentsof strength, relative
position in structural organization, and encodedtags and labels are all involved.
Comments
on alternative assumptions.--Areview of alternative theories inevitably raises the questionof whichis correct. Onthe dimensionof unitary representation versus representation of features the question is easy to answer.A
theory that assumesrepresentation of components
or features of stimuli is more
general than a theory assumingthat each stimulus record is unitary, and several
well-knownfacts about memoryindicate that the more detailed assumptionis
neededin manysituations. Anyprocess of selection or variability of encoding
must operate on a basis of multicomponent
representation of somekind, and the
operation of selective and variable processesin encodingseemsquite well established. Onthe other hand,assumptionof unitary representationis a useful special
case of the moregeneral idea, and can be used to represent the processof learning
in manysituations wherethe complicatingfactors of selection and variable encoding can be neglected.
The issue regardingall-or-none storage versus variable strength in the memory
representation is considerablyharder to evaluate. Evenwhenunitary representation is assumed,it turns out, as Restle (188) showed,that all the properties
observable performanceproducedby all-or-none learning can be mimickedby a
systemin whichlearning is gradual, performancedependson a threshold, and an
appropriatedistribution of individual differencesexists. This meansthat a definitive choice in favor or all-or-none learning cannotbe madeon empiricalgrounds,.
since the all-or-none hypothesisis empirically equivalent to a special case of
gradual learning. If it is assumedthat representationinvolvesfeatures of items,
the issue becomesevenharder to decide, since evenif all-or-none storage of individual features is assumed,the possibility of partial representationimplies that
learning of items maynot be all-or-none in nature. The question of deciding
whetherrepresentationsof individual features are stored in an all-or-nonefashion
involvesthe sameformaldifficulties as applyto that questionregardingindividual
items, exceptthat the decision has to involveseveral theoretical entities instead
of iust one.
Whilea definitive empirical case for the assumptionof all-or-none storage
seems unattainable, there appear to be strong theoretical and methodological
reasons supporting the use of that idea. The mainadvantageof the all-or-none
idea is that it is testable in Popper’s(178) sense and therefore can serve as the
basis of theoretical advancesin whichchangesin the theory are guideddirectly
by empiricalevidence.Thusit continuesto seempreferable to viewcases In which
storage of informationappears to occur in a gradual fashion as cases in needof
moredetailed analysis, as Estes (66) suggestedin 1964.Thisattitude has led to the
analysis of several tasks as combinationsof all-or-none processes. Onthe other
hand, analyses based on the weakerassumptionof gradual changesin strength of
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representation undoubtedlywill continue to provide useful information, and resuits obtained under the two kinds of assumptionsprobablycan be rdated to each
other in future analyses.
GENI~I~ATIVE
REPBESENTATIONS
Storage.--In manytheories the information stored in memory
is in the form
of rules for selecting or generatingresponses,rather than representationof events.
Thecase studied mostintensively involvesrules for classifying stimuli in concept
identification, but considerable analysis has also beengiven to the structure of
sequential concepts, wherethe stored rule is a meansof generatinga sequenceof
responses.
In the case of classification, the outcome
of learning is a rule or strategy that
assigns a responseto each stimulus in the set used in the experiment.Thereare
two questions ab6ut what kind of information is stored in memory.First, what
is the formin whichthe rule or strategy is represented? Thisis the direct question
of whatis learned in conceptidentification. Theother question is, what kind of
information is held in memoryduring learning? This second question involves
issues about the retrieval of informationfrom the store of permanentknowledge
as well as the kind of informationheld in STM
for use in processinginformation.
Regardingthe first problemas to the wayclassification rules are represented,
there have been two main assumptions. One assumption is that a concept is
stored in the form of a list of properties, along with the nameof the concept
(116, 184). A secondassumptmn
is that the relevant properties of the conceptare
stored as a rule for makinga series of tests and a decision(108, 109). For example,
if a subject has learned that the conceptGAX
refers to the categoryof large, blue.
stimuli, the list representation could be in the form "GAX:large, blue," combinedwith the responserule that all entries on a propertylist should be matched
by a stimulus for the nameto be assigned (184). Onthe other hand, a decision
tree for this conceptmightbe:
Test color; ff blue, proceed;if not blue, respond"not GAX."
Test size; ff large, respond "GAX;"if not, respond "not GAX."The difference is obviously one of notation. The list of properties and an appropriate
responserule lead to the sameperformanceas the decision tree. In fact, any decision tree for a conceptcan be representedas a matrixin whicheachrowis a list
of properties (112). In the simplest case of concept identification, involving
single relevant attribute, sometheories refer to selection of an attribute and association with a response as separate processes (32), while others refer to the
selection of a strategy, whichspecifies a responsefor eachstimulusin the set being
used (185). Thedifference does not seemto be a substantive one. In morecomplex
situations that require learning to classify patterns that havevariable features,
theorists have assumedthat the importancegiven to the different features is
modifiedon the basis of information received during learning. Thusthe outcome
of learningnot onlyinvolvesselection of attributes for testing, but also involves
setting weights on the various tests for deciding to whichcategory a presented
pattern belongs(151,200, 230), or in evaluating one’s position in a game(198).
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The issue as to the kind of information held in memoryduring processing does
involve assumptions that differ in a substantive way. In several theories, the subject remembersa set of stimuli and their response assignments, and hypotheses
about the concept are selected on the basis of scanning the rememberedset of
stimuli (45, 111,116, 152, 227). In other theories, information is held in STM
the form of a list of hypotheses that are being considered (79, 118, 157, 185, 228)
and there may also be memoryfor hypotheses that have been eliminated from
past samples (10, 57, 96, 239). Chumbley(40) obtain.ed experimental evidence
the question favoring the idea that it is hypotheses that are stored, rather than
representations of stimuli.
Regarding the question of accessing information from permanent storage,
nearly all theories have assumeda constant set of descriptors (for the stimulusrepresentation models) or possible hypotheses (for the hypothesis-list models)
used by the subject during learning. Wheninformation is taken from permanent
storage (usually whenthe current list of hypotheses is exhausted, or whenan error
in classification is made)the selection from the set in permanentstorage is usually
assumed to be random, with fixed probabilities for the various possible hypotheses. Oneinteresting exception is the hypothesis of Falmagne (74, 75), whoassumed that the sampling probability of an hypothesis is increased on trials when
that hypothesis is consistent with information given, and decreased when it is
inconsistent.
The assumptionthat what is learned is a rule for generating responses, rather
than a representation of events, has been postulated in several theories about the
learning of llsts of verbal materials. Onestraightforward case involves lists of
paired associates that include sets of similar stimuli paired with a single response.
These tasks permit the subject to group items and use a rule of the form, "Give
response R to stimuli with property P," in a fashion similar to standard concept
identification. Theories dealing with this rule-learning aspect of associative learning have been developed. Batchelder (11, 12) developed the idea of a classification rule explicitly in his theory; other investigators have dealt with the problem
by postulating various mechanismsof transfer between similar items represented
in memory(8, 81-83, 92, 186, 187). Another possibility regarding list learning
that the subject’s knowledgeabout the entire list is acquired in the form of a discrimination net. This idea, proposed by Feigenbaum(76) and used in an extensive
study by Hintzman(101), proposes that information about a list is stored in the
form of a decision hierarchy with each node of the tree being a test on someattribute of items in the llst. The selection of response depends on the outcomeof
the series of decisions, just as in the analyses of concept identification described
above.
Another important use of hierarchical representation of the outcomeof learning has been in analysis of serial learning. Feigenbaum& Simon (78) used the
idea of a discrimination net to represent the sequential learning that occurs when
a person learns a list of words. Analyses of the acquisition of sequential concepts
whensubjects are shownseries of numbers, letters, or patterns of switch settings
have been given in a numberof investigations (95, 189, 190, 204, 233). The various
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analyses share important features. A process of encodingrelationships between
elements is assumed,often involving the formationof units based on short subsequences. Then rules for combiningthe subunits are acquired, resulting in a
hierarchical structure of rules for generatingthe sequence.Evidenceobtainedby
Bjork(22) suggeststhe pleasant possibility that in at least somenontrivial cases,
storage of components
of a hierarchical structure is all-or-none in nature.
Forgetting.--In somegenerative representations, the structure that must be
acquired is complexenough that forgetting can be assumedto influence both
performanceand the ongoingacquisition of the representation. Veryoften this
is not the case; manyof the typical concepts, rules, or structures involved in
experimentsare simple enoughthat they do not pose memoryproblern~--for e×ample,a conceptsuch as "GiveresponseR to stimuli that are red" is not difficult
to remember.In the case of certain sequential concepts(22), however,and in the
case wherewhatis acquiredis a tree structure or discriminationnet (101), retaining the representation in memory
is not trivial and mayinfluence heavily the
acquisition of the representation.
Evenin those cases wherethe generative representation to be learned poses
no memory
problemsin itself, the retention of the informationcontent contained
in a series of learningtrials mayconstitute a significant memory
load. Acquisition
in such situations may,therefore, dependon memory
in an indirect but critical
way;the decisions, tests, and other operations involvedin the learning of a generative representationcanbe effective onlyto the extent that the item information
necessary for learning to take place is retained. The importanceof memory
for
specific items is sometimesnullified procedurallyby providingsubjects with displays that relieve themof retaining such information(204).
Retrieval.--Whenwhat is stored is generative in form, retrieval from memory
does not tend to be a problem.Giventhat a responserule has been learned, retrieving the responseis typically straightforward, with two possible exceptions.
Oneexceptionis in the learning of sequential concepts, in whichcase generating
the series of responses required maybe subject to failures of retrieval from
memory.A secondand more interesting case is the learning of fists of verbal
materials by meansof the storage of tree structures. In such cases retrieval
comesvery important, especially in the case wherethe structure is incomplete.
Both frequency and types of errors are influenced heavily by what is assumed
about the tests and decisions involvedin the retrieval process.
ANALYSES OF SPECIFIC LEARNING TASKS
Thediscussion in the precedingsection deals with general principles that are
postulated in current mathematicaltheories of learning. Anyapplication of those
principles takes the features of a specific learning task into accountand specifies
the processes of informationstorage, retention, and retrieval that occur in the
situation beinganalyzed. Of course, the various experimentalsituations that have
been developedfor the study of learning provide information about different
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aspects of the learning process. Thetheoretical framework
that wehave adopted,
describedat the beginningof this review,has consequences
for the interpretation
wegive of results obtained in various experimentalsettings. Withinthat frameworkwe nowreview published analyses of various tasks, and while this kind of
reviewinevitably takes on somethingof the character of a catalogue, we hopeto
indicate relationships betweenthese specific analyses and the substantive issues
discussedearlier.
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LEARNING TO ]~ECOGNIZE

Discrete state models.--Whena list of items is shownand later tested for
recognition, information about learning is obtained with minimalrequirements
on the subject for retrieval of information. Kintsch &Morris (125) analyzed
multitrial recognition learning of trigrams and obtained data agreeing with the
all-or-none learning model.Kintsch(121) and Olson(171) investigated effects
varyingintervals betweenpresentationsof items duringrecognition, and obtained
results compatiblewith the all-or-none model, elaborated by the addition of a
state representing short-term memory.AlthoughOlson(171) foundsomeevidence
that items could be lost from LTM,it is a goodapproximationto assumethat
whensubjects study items in recognition learning, each trial provides an opportunity for a stable, distinctive representation to be stored in LTM,and failing
that, a representation is held in STM
for a time.
Analysesbasedon decision theory.--While performancein multitrial recognition learning has the all-or-none property, an importantfactor is that subjects
give just "yes" or "no" responses in that experiment. Whensubjects also give
confidenceratings about their responses, a morecomplicatedprocess is involved.
Ideas taken fromthe theory of signal detectability havebeen used, assumingthat
the strengths of memory
traces or feelings of familiarity vary amongitems stored
in memory,and judgmentof confidenceindicates the amountof this strength or
farnih’arity. Thestrengths of newor distractor items havea distribution analogous
to the distribution of likelihoodratios on noise trails in detection. In analysesby
Parks (172) and by Wickelgren&Norman(238) strengths of presented items
greater, on the average, and the amountby whichthe meanstrength of presented
items exceeds the meanof the distractor distribution dependson the time since
presentation.
Freund, Loftus &Atkinson (80) analyzed recognition performanceon number-letter pairs, using Atkinson&ShitTrin’s (9) modelof the storage of information about items in memory.The modelincludes an assumptionthat the amount
of informationstored is proportionalto the time an item resides in STM,and the
amountlost is proportional to the time elapsed betweenstorage and test. Two
alternative assumptionsabout retrieval werecompared.It appearedpreferable to
assumethat the amountof information determineda value of d’ for a decision
processlike that used in the theory of signal detectability rather than to assume
all-or-none retrieval of items with the probability of retrieval determinedby the
amountof informationretained. Donaldson&Glathe (50) also discussed appliea-
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tion of detectability theoryto analysis of recognitionand recall, especiallyregarding interpretation of the value of d’ obtainedin recall performance.
In analyses by Bernbach(16, 19) and Kintsch (122) a single distribution
strengths associated with items with stored representations is assumed.Anitem
that has been presentedhas someprobability of being stored, and as other items
are presentedandtested there is a possibility that the stored representationis lost.
Thusin this analysis someof the presented items have strength taken from the
distribution of stored items, and others comefrom the samedistribution as new
items. Kintsch’s(122) analysis addsthe feature that if an item’sstored representation is sufficiently strong, it will not drop downinto the initial distribution--in
other words,it enters the learned state of the Markovmodelof learning.
Analysesassumingstorage of features.--Further analyses of recognition have
been provided, based on the idea that an item’s representation in memoryis a
partial list of features. In his presentation of the multicomponent
model,Bower
(29) gaveanalysesof several kinds of recognitionexperiments,using the idea that
somefeatures of an item’s representation are lost during a retention interval.
Responseon a recognition test dependson the numberof features of a test item
that matchfeatures retained in memory,relative to a criterion that the subject
has, or comparedwith the numberof matchingfeatures of other items presented.
A related analysis given by Norman& Rumelhart (161) assumes that storage
consists of tagging features of the studied item with context information.During
a retention interval in whichother items are presented, someof the tags of an
item’s features are tagged by newcontexts and this producesuncertainty about
the itemwhenit is tested. In a test of recognition,the features of the tested item
are scanned, and response depends on the numberof features found with appropriate context tags.
Simulations of recognition.--Computersimulations of pattern recognition
haveprovided important contributions to theory about the processes involved in
learning to recognize. Hunt’s (110) reviewpresents a recent summary
of the main
ideas. Twohypothesesare particularly interesting for the theory of learning. One
is that learningto recognizea character involvesstoring the features of eachcharacter presented during learning and computingthe probability that a given feature comesfrom each character in the practice set. Theseprobabilities are used
whena test character is presented to makea decision about whichcharacter is
being shown(200). A secondidea is that characteristics consisting of local patterns are stored as a feature list for eachcharacter that can be recognized.Recognition involvesan effort to matchthe stored characteristics with features of the
presented character, and experience with knowncharacters leads to adjustment
in the weightsgiven to the variouscharacteristics in the decisionabout whatcharacter is beingshown(230). Generaldiscussions of pattern recognizingsystemsand
their learning capabilities have been given by Nilsson (159) and by Mimky
Papert (151).
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LEA~n~;G
TO ~tETP~IEVE L~STS
Free-recall rnernorizing.--Analysesof performancein free-recall memorizing
by Kintsch & Morris (125) and by Waugh&Smith (236) have shownthat memorizing items for recall is not all-or-none in nature, and that a two-stageMarkov
modelgives an acceptableaccountof the data. After recognition pretraining, recall memorizing
was an all-or-none process, suggestingthat the wholeprocess of
memorizing
for recall involvesa first stage of storing a representationof the item,
followedby a stage of learning to retrieve the item from memory.
Theidea that stored representationsinvolvefeatures of items has beenused in
analyzingrecall. In Bower’s(29) modelit is assumedthat each item in memory
recalled if enoughof its features are retained to satisfy a recall criterion. Missing
features are filled in by the subject. Asimilar analysis of recall wasgivenby Norman&Rumelhart
(161), whoassumedthat in a recall test context information
madeavailable and memory
is accessed to find features of items studied in the
context.Ifa sufficient numberof features are retrieved to spedifyan itemuniquely,
the subject gives that response. Otherwise,no responseis given or the subject
guesses.
Other discussions of recall by Kintsch(124) and Shiffrin (202) use the
that items are stored in memory
in a format involvingfeatures, includinginformation about the time of study, and these features serve as a basis for search and
retrieval of items. Cowan
(47) gave a rigorous analysis of retrieval in the case
whereitems are taken fromtwo categories, basedon the idea of differing associative strengths betweenitems. AndAlbert (1) has analyzedinterresponse times
the output of a learned list in termsof a linear death process, whichhe appliedin
a continuousformand also as a discrete-time urn model.
The role of short-term metnory.--Therole played by STMin memorizingfor
recall has been investigated in several studies. A major achievementof these
analyseshas beenthe development
of a rigorous explanationof the serial position
effect. Primacyis explainedby the occurrenceof extra processingof items studied
at the beginningof the list, whenSTMis relatively uncrowded.Recencyis explainedby the fact that itemsstudiedat the end of the list are likely to still be in
STMat the time of the test. Particular modelsembodying
this general explanation differ to someextent. Waugh&Norman(235), Atkinson &Shiffrin (9),
Norman& RumeLlaart(161), Bower(28), and Reitman(183) assumedthat
is a discrete stage of processing, while Bernbach(17, 18) and Laughery(137)
postulated a single memory
systemwith a rehearsal process that has the property
of makingrehearsal morelikely for recently presented items. Anotherdifference
is that Norman& Rumelhart(161) and Laughery(137) assumedthat items
representedin STM
as feature lists, thereby providingan explanationfor effects
of similarity, especiallyregardingintrusions. Analternative analysis of the serial
position effect, based on conceptsof retroactive and proactive inhibition, was
given by Kuno(131). AndThomas
(222) analyzedserial position effects with
cepts from information theory.
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Serial recall.--Whenthe subject’s task includesrecalling items in the order of
their presentation, theoretical analysis requires assumptionsabout the wayin
whichinformationabout order is stored and retrieved. In Laughery’s(137) model,
the data structure representing each item includes a substructure that holds the
nameof the followingitem. Thusorder informationis represented as a feature,
capable of being lost frommemory
in the samewayas other features of the item.
Feigenbaum
&Simon’s(78) analysis of serial recall, basedon the idea of a discriminationnet, assumesthat whena series of tests has beencarried out, terminating at a node comaininga response image, informationthat is stored along with
the responseimagespecifies the series of tests to be conductedto obtain the next
item. AndLander(134, 135) has analyzedinterassociations in serial learning from
the standpoint of McGeoch’s
remote associates hypothesis.
Serialpatternlearning.--Wehaveall beenaware, at least since Lashley’s(136)
convincingargument,that performanceof manyserially ordered tasks dependson
an organization more sophisticated than item-to-item linkages. Vitz &Todd
(233) have analyzed learning of binary sequences, concluding that events are
encodedas runs of homogeneous
events, and the structure that is acquired is a
hierarchy involving runs of runs at each level. Restle (189) and Restle &Brown
(190) haveanalyzedserial pattern learning of sequencesof the numbers1-6. Subsequencesof short runs (e.g. 2345)and trills (e.g. 2323)are frequent bases of
coding, and sequenceswith hierarchical structures of these subunits are easily
learned. Hierarchical structures are formedwhenmovement
from one subunit to
the next can be accomplishedusing a transformation such as repetition, transposition (repeat the subunit with each element movedup or downby somefixed
amount),or reflection (repeat the subunit, but with each elementreplaced by the
elementequally far from the opposite end of the array).
Simon& Kotovsky(204) analyzed the induction of a pattern from part of
letter sequence,postulating that subjects inducerules for generatingthe sequence
based on relationships of identity and adjacencyin the alphabet betweenentries
in the sequence that are adjacent, or separated by one, orby two, and so on.
Gregg’s(95) analysis of sequential conceptacquisition using patterns of switch
settings providedinformationabout the waysin whichrelations betweenpatterns
are encoded, as well as generating rules varying in complexity. Gyr, Brown&
Cafagna(97) investigated moddsfor inducing sequential patterns differing
the level of abstraction of hypothesesconsidered by the subject. Bjork’s (22)
analysis of the learning of arithmetic sequencesassumesthat rules inducedby. the
subject maybe constant (add or subtract n) or advancing(add or subtract
morethan last time), and each component
rule in the sequenceis addedto cognitive structure in an all-or-none fashion.
LEARNING

TO I~ETRIEVE

ITEMS

ON CUE

After a paired associate is memorized,
the subject is able to retrieve and perform the response term of the pair whenthe stimulus term is presented. Recent
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studies, following on prior analyses showing that in manyexperimental procedures memorizing of paired-associates is approximately an all-or-none process
(see Estes 66), have provided more detailed analyses of the process of memorizing,
or have considered situations in which the learning process has more than one
stage.
The role of short-term memory.--Several analyses using the concept ot" rehearsal in STMhave provided information about the way in which subjects
adjust rehearsal procedures in relation to aspects of the learning situation. In
continuous memorizing when the response for a stimulus is changed, the new
item replaces the old one in STM,providing little interference with rehearsal of
other items, although when an item with a newstimulus replaces the tested item
it has approximately the same interfering effect as a newitem (6). With a procedure requiring overt rehearsal, subjects enter all items in STM,and effectiveness
of rehearsal is improvedin the sense that the rate of information transfer to LTM
is increased (9). A particularly interesting result wasobtained in an experiment
Loftus reported by Atkinson & Wickens (10). Procedures were compared in which
subjects either had to recall a letter response or had the easier task of selecting one
of two alternative letters presented to them. The analysis indicated that with the
two-choice procedure, subjects held only one item in STMat a time, entered
nearly all presented items into STM,and rehearsed relatively efficiently; while
with the recall procedure, subjects held about three items in STMat a time, about
one-half of the items presented were not entered in STM,and rehearsal was less
efficient.
As an approximation, STMcan be represented as a Markov state, with an
item assumedto occupythat state as long as it is in STM(7). This idea has been
used in analyzing the greater difficulty of learning paired-associate items in longer
lists (39), in analyzing perseverative errors in associative learning (14) and verbal
discrimination (36), and in investigating the effect of spacing betweenthe presentations of an item (23, 86). To analyze the effects of test trials given at varying intervals after study, Young(243) has postulated a system with two levels of STM,one
of which involves probabilistic retrieval, and Izawa (114) has used the assumption
that test trials maypotentiate the effect of later study trials by causing unavailable
stimulus elements to becomeeffective.
Assumption of two learning stages.--In especially systematic and thorough
empirical comparisons of alternative assumptions about paired-associate memorizing by Atkinson &Crothers (7) and by Cotton et al (46), results have shown
learning in somesituations produces at least three levels of performance. Data in
the form of sequences of errors and correct responses are unable, however, to
support decisions between models differing in the subtler details of the way in
which the performance levels are achieved. Suppes, Groen & Schlag-Rey (215)
found that a model postulating at least two stages of learning was also required
to analyze the latency of response during paired-associate memorizing. And
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Kintsch (120) showedthat a two-stage analysis could be used to analyze some
the cases in which Rock’s (193) replacement procedure fails to yield results expected from the all-or-none assumption.
Analyses involving two postulated stages of learning are especially useful if
there are hypotheses and supporting empirical results that specify the nature of
the stages. One class of analyses has considered stages of learning relating to
responses. Crothers (48) analyzed learning of associations with compoundresponses; the stages of learning corresponded to associating the response components with the stimulus. Bower& Theios (31) analyzed learning after change
response for a paired associate, where the first stage was unlearning the first association, made incorrect by the response change. Millward (149) and Nahinsky
(156) examineda learning system in which the subject learns not to give certain
responses that are incorrect, thereby improving performance prior to learning the
correct association. Wolford (240) has assumed that forward and backward associations are stored, each in an all-or-none fashion. This idea provides an explanation of recognition and recall of either stimuli or responses.
Another class of hypotheses has attributed multiple stages in learning to requirements for discrimination between items in retrieving stored associations.
Restle (187) proposed a two-stage theory in which the first stage is storage of
engramor representation of an association and the second stage is the formation
of a distinctive trace, based on discovery of a discriminative feature. Poison,
Restle & Poison (175) used the theory for analyzing a situation where confusions
occurred between specific pairs of items, so that errors in the second stage were
identifiable as responses to items similar to the one tested. Analyses using the
mixed pattern-components model (8) have converged to a similar interpretation.
Friedman & Gelfand (81) analyzed performance on tests after study of stimuli
having shared components and different responses. The main hypotheses involve
retention of association between stimulus patterns and their responses. Friedman,
Trabasso & Mosberg(83) concluded that the learning of an item has two stages,
and in the intermediate state there is uncertainty in the retrieval process if there
are other items with some of the item’s stimulus components. The completion of
learning involves storing a representation of the assodation in which the stimulus
is an integrated pattern, thus discriminating it from other similar stimuli.
In comparing recognition and recall performance after study of paired associates, Estes & DaPolito (69) obtained results consistent with Kintsch
Morris’ (125) idea that one stage of learning allows the subject to recognize the
item, but that a second stage maybe needed to permit retrieval. Results obtained
by Humphreys& Greeno (107) led to a further hypothesis that the first stage
storage of a representation of the stimulus-response pair as a kind of Gestalt unit,
and the item is madereliably retrievable in the second stage. While this idea is
consistent with certain findings obtained whenresults of negative transfer experiments are analyzed (89, 90), there are also experimental results supporting the
alternative view of Underwood& Schulz (232) that the two main stages of associative learning are response acquisition and acquisition of stimulus-response connections (see Underwood231).
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Analyses of discriralnation.--Several analyses, somementionedabove, have
recognized stimulus discrimination as an important factor in paired-associate
memorizing.Someinvestigators have proposed specific hypotheses about the
process of discriminationlearning. Bower(30) analyzedlearning of paired associates whosestimuli are ordered on somelinear dimensionsuch as size. He showed
that serial position effects that are obtained can be explainedby assumingthat
the effective stimulusis a quantity correspondingto the magnitudeof the nominal
stimulus relative to the adaptation level determinedby the set of stimuli. Bower
also consideredimplications for learning and transfer of the idea that ordered
stimuli are representedin a cognitivestructure that has the generalpropertiesof a
linear ordering.
Analysesof paired-associate memorizing
basedon the conceptof a discrimination net have been given by Feigenbaum
(76) and by Hintzman(101). Hintzman’s
analysis wasparticularly thoroughand systematic, and had the especially useful
feature of exploringthe limits of the conceptof stimulusdiscriminationin analyzing variables that influence difficulty of paired-associate memorizing.For example, it appears that appropriate assumptionsabout stimulus discriminationare
sufficient to explain a variety of effects involvingthe numberof responsealternatives, spacing betweenpresentations of an item, and interactions betweenamount
of practice and interference of both the proactive and retroactive varieties But
effects of list length on learning difficulty and somesalient facts about negative
transfer appear to require explanation involving other kinds of mechanisms.
Whilestudies of classical and instrumentalconditioninghave not enjoyedrecently the popularity they had in years past, investigations of considerablesignificance and interest are still being conducted.Researchbasedon quantitative
modelshas been carried out on eyeblink conditioning, escape and avoidanceconditioning, instrumental conditioning, and discriminative conditioning.
Eyeblink conditioning.--Eyeblink conditioning in rabbits was studied by
Theios &Brelsford (220), whofound that response sequenceshad the properties
implied by a two-stageMarkovmodelof the learning process. In eyeblink conditioning with humansubjects, someresults agree with the Markovmodelproposed
by Bower&Theios (31), but Prokasy and his co-workershave found a slightly
morecomplexform of the learning process--one in which performanceremains
at its initial level for somenumberof trials, then improvesby an incremental
process toward asymptotic performance.A modeloriginally introduced by Norman(162) has parametersthat give four measuresof performanceand learning:
the initial level of performance,the numberof trials before performancebegins
to change, the rate of changein performanceonce it starts changing, and the
asymptoticlevel of performance.The modelhas beenapplied to analyze effects
of the intensity of an unconditionedstimulus (180), as well as effects of interstimulusinterval and the difference in performance
betweensubjects classified as
voluntary and involuntary r.esponders (181). The modelhas also been useful
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separating the learning and performanceeffects of certain drugs on conditioned
respondingin rats (234).
Shock-escapeand avoidance conditioning.--The two-stage Markovmodelhas
also been used in analyzing shock-escapetraining (31,216), and has provided
analysis of the effects of overtrainingand successivereversals on reversal learning
in a shock-escapeT-maze(217). The process of conditioning an avoidance response also has been studied with the two-stage Markovmodel(31). Theios
Brelsford(221) foundevidencethat the first stage of learning is the conditioning
of the instrumental responseof running whenfrightened, while the secondstage
involves storing a permanentrecord of the association betweenthe conditioned
stimulus and the emotionalarousal response. A series of experimentsconducted
by Brelsford(33) tested specific implicationsof Theios&Brelsford’sinterpretation of avoidanceconditioning, and provides excellent examplesof the wayin
whichspecific quantitative theorizing can generate innovative experimentalprocedures as a meansof providing strong tests of hypotheses. Theios (219) has
providedan informative review of analyses of aversive conditioning carried out
in his laboratories.
Gibbon(85) has investigated free-operant avoidancein somedetail, with particular emphasison howasymptoticrespondingis sustained. In his view, asymptotic behaviorcan be treated as a combinationof reconditioningand extinction, and
he derives predictions of both interresponseand intershock intervals on the basis
of a finite state (serni-Markovchain) interpretation of behaviorat asymptote.
Instrumental conditioning.--Norman(163) analyzed instrumental conditioning
as reflected by changesin interresponsetime distributions as a function of schedules in whichreinforcementprobability is contingent on interresponse time. In
his analysis of asymptoticinterresponse time distributions under randomratio,
variable interval, and DRL-likeschedules, Normanassumedthat nonreinforcementof a responseincreases the likelihood of long interresponse times, and that
the reinforcementof a response characterized by a particular interresponse time
t both increases the likelihood of short interresponse times and increases the
likelihood of interresponse times about equal to t.
Discriminatioeconditioning.--Nearlyall recent theoretical workon instrumental conditioning has been carried out with respect to situations in whichdiscdminationplays a major role. Several approacheshave beenused in analyses of
discriminationlearning.
Lovejoy(140, 141) gave a thoroughdiscussion of experimentalfindings concerned with attention in discrimination learning, and used these as a guide in
devdopingassumptionsof a theory. The theory, in which reinforcement influences the tendencyto attend to the various stimulus dimensionsand the strength
of response associated with individual stimulus properties, was shownto be
consistent with manyfacts in the complexand often puzzling literature of discriminative instrumentalconditioning.
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Other investigators have applied assumptions of discrete changes in state in
analyzing discrimination learning. Clayton (41) analyzed the learning of a simple
spatial discrimination in terms of the three-state version of all-or none learning
stated by Greeno & Steiner (94). He examined in some detail the influence
several experimental variables, such as magnitude of reward and correction or
noncorrection, on the transition probabilities in the model. In general, Clayton
found support for the notion that such simple discriminations are learned in an
all-or-none fashion, and he was able to demonstrate that events following a
correct response are the primary determiners of the probability of transition
to the learned state.
Another analysis using discrete changes in state was given by Lee (138), who
assumed that each discrete stimulus used or each point on a stimulus continuum
is in one of two states, conditioned to one of the response alternatives, and
stimuli similar to one given on a trial have relatively high probability of changing
state because of reinforcement given on the trial. Analyses have also been given
in which the subject is assumedto go through discrete changes in state regarding
the discrimination learning problem. Massaro (145) postulated a three-state system with the subject having either an appropriate or inappropriate strategy or
being unconditioned. In a theory by Lynn (143), used to analyze discrimination
by monkeys, it was assumed that the subject either has learned the correct
response for a problem or is in the unlearned state, but throughout the problem
there is a probability of not attending appropriately to the stimuli.
Analyses based on the idea that learning involves gradual quantitative change
have been given by Holman(103, 105), who has been concerned with the relative
effects of reward and nonrewardon simple discriminative learning in rats. In his
view, in order to isolate the functional form of the learning process one needs to
untangle the effects of reward and nonreward, which are intertwined under
normal circumstances. Holmanhas found (105) that when response probability
low events that increase response probability (reward) are more effective
changing behavior than are events that decrease response probability (nonreward), and when response probability is high the opposite is true. Holman
(103) interpreted spontaneous alternation in the T-mazerunning of rats in terms
of the differential effects of reward and nonreward, and he derived predictions of
alternation behavior on the basis of that interpretation.
Durup (52-55) has also developed techniques for measuring changes
different kinds that occur during discrimination learning. Thebasis of the analysis
is a model of choice behavior in which choice occurs in several stages, making
the response a result of a random walk process (26, 63), and the model permits
separation of learning to approach a positive alternative from learning to avoid a
negative alternative. A particularly interesting development is Durup’s interpretation of the stages of choice in the randomwalk model in relation to theoretical processes of attention, memory, and decision (56), thus connecting the
randomwalk model with theoretical analyses like Lovejoy’s (140, 141).
Classical continuity theory has been used by Spiker (207) as the basis for
extension of Hull-Spence discrimination learning theory. And Wolford & Bower
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(241) have shownthat someempirical results thought to oppose continuity
theory are compatiblewith it.
A final exampleof theoretical work on discriminative conditioning is the
workof Boneau&Cole(25), whoused the ideas of statistical decision theory
analyze asymptotic performancein discriminative conditioning. They assumed
that stimuli havevariable effects, so that a giveneffective stimulusis associated
with reinforcementprobabilistically, and decisions whetherto respond depend
on the value of the reinforcement, the cost of responding, and the remembered
frequencyof reinforcementon past occasionsof the effective stimulus.
ACQUIRING

INFORM&TION

FOR CHOICE AND DECISION

The extensive theoretical workon sequential choice behavior during the last
decadeor so is a topic worthyin and of itself for an AnnualReviewchapter. The
situations studied have involved discrete responses and response continuums,
learnable and nonlearnable sequences, contingent and noncontingent outcome
schedules, and variations in rewardand rewardschedules. Fortunately, there exist
three excellent review articles that cover essentially all of the quantitative
theorizing in this domain.In his article on probability learning in 1964, Estes
(67) revieweddevelopmentsup to that point. Myers’systematic article in 1970
(155) gives an overviewof theoretical work on sequential choice behavior and
covers his ownextensive workon the topic in somedetail. Finally, Estes’ recent
theoretical review(68) of probability learning providesan integrative review
theoretical developments
up to the samepoint in time as our review.
Wewill not reviewin sketchy formhere the material reviewedso well in the
three articles mentionedabove. Rather, werefer the reader to those articles, and
confine ourselves to a remarkthat the theoretical developmentsin the area of
sequential choice behavior are an important componentof the emergingpsychology of learning and cognitionthat is pointedto in the introductionto this chapter. As Myers(155) emphasized,probability learning was interpreted almost exclusively in a conditioningframeworkuntil the middle1960s. Since that time, an
ever-increasing numberof theories of sequential choice behavior emphasize
cognitive processessuch as encoding,chunking,hypothesistesting, and so forth.
Thus, during the last decade,theorists haveshifted their attention fromthe way
in whichresponse probabilities changewith reward or nonrewardto the wayin
which information processing mechanismsdetermine, on the basis of the past
sequenceof events, the current choiceor series of choices.
LEARNING CLASSIFICATION

RULES

Single dimensionalrules.--In experimentaltasks requiring subjects to classify
stimuli into categories, learningis mainlythe acquisition of a rule relating properties of stimuli to response. A substantial numberof studies have beencarried
out in relation to Restile’s (185) rigorousdevelopment
of the idea that rule learning involvesselection froma set of possibilities. Bower&Trabasso(32) derived
manytheoremsabout statistical properties of data and carried out a numberof
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experimentsgiving startlingly goodempirical support for the model, especially
regarding the counterintuitive assumptionthat sampling from the hypothesis
set occurs with replacement. Further workby Trabasso &Bower(228) provided
thoroughanalysis of the implicationsof the idea of learningby selection for situations involvingtransfer of training, variation in cuesalience and number
of irrelevant cues, and overtraining. A clarification of a basic mathematicalproperty of
the modelhas been given by Fisher (79). Cotton (45) has given a substantive
extension of the modeldealing with dependenceof responseprior to solving the
problemon trial-to-trial relationships betweenstimuli.
Falmagne(72) presented an analysis based on assumingthat performance
improvesgraduallyover trials accordingto a linear operator, but at somerandom
trial the solution is foundand the correct responseis knownfor all stimuli. In
another analysis, Falmagne(74) assumedthat sampling weights of hypotheses
are altered by confirmations and disconfirmations that occur. Her analysis
also provides a wayof estimating the probability of resamplingafter errors and
correct responses, and the frequencyof a passive state in whichsubjects respond
on the basis of no hypothesisaboutthe classification rule. Thestatistical methods
wereusedto test hypothesesabouteffects of the intertrial interval usedin concept
identification(75).
Several analyses havebeen given dealing with the role of STM
in the process
of learning a classification rule in a conceptidentification experiment.Trabasso
&Bower(227) showedthat results obtained whenthe relevant dimensionshifts
after every other error refute the assumptionof samplingwith no memory,and
proposed an assumption that subjects rememberstimulus characteristics on
successivetrials andthen for three or four trials avoidsamplingcues that are inconsistently paired with responses. Gregg&Simon(96) describedfour alternative
theories, varyingin depth of memory
storage during conceptidentification; their
estimates of the memory
parameter indicated relatively weakuse of memoryby
subjects.
Twotheories have been proposedasumlngthat the role of memory
in concept
identification primarilyinvolvesretention of informationabouthypothesesthat the
subject is consideringas possible solutions. Chumbley
(40) analyzedsolution of
four-dimensionproblem,assumingthat the subject considers all four possible
dimensions, eliminating hypotheses on the basis of stimulus information, but
sometimes
losing track after errors. Thefrequencyof losing track of the hypothesis
set wasfoundto increase with shorter intertrial intervals and with a requirement
of dealing with three concurrentproblemsrather than a single problem.Wickens
& Millward (239) analyzed solution of a 12-dimensionproblem by practiced
subjects. Theyconcludedthat subjects have STMcapacities varying from one to
four for hypothesesunder active consideration, and whenall hypothesesin STM
have been eliminated those possiblities are kept out of the set available for
sampling.Onthe other hand, there is a limitation on the numberof eliminated
hypotheses that the subject can remember,so that someeliminated hypotheses
eventuallyreturn to the set of potential solutions.
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Multidimensionalrules.--Analyses have also been given for acquisition of
conceptualrules morecomplexthan those involving a single stimulus dimension.
The simplest case involveslearning a four-wayclassification consisting of a twoby-twotable of binary dimensions.Trabasso&Bower(226) analyzedthis ease
independentselection of the two relevant stimulus attribUtes. Nahinsky(157)
analyzedlearning of conjunctiveclassification, assumingthat acquisition occurs
on the basis of sampling from the set of two-cue combinations, with focusing
occurring on both positive and negative instances, and retention of the first
stimulus-response pair shownin the experiment. Another analysis of concept
learning basedon the idea of hypothesissamplingwasgiven by Joyner (118), who
considered solution of a problemin whichthree players individually give numbers, with the goal of having the sumof their numbersequal a target number.In
this case the elements of the hypothesisset reflect the subjects’ knowledgeof
basic arithmetic operations.
As an alternative to the assumptionof selection froma set of hypotheses,an
assumptionthat positive and negative instances are stored and then scannedto
find defining properties also has beenused in analysesof conceptidentification.
Hunt&Hovland(111) gave an analysis using this idea, including the assumption
that a limited set of dimensionsis used in the scanningprocessat any one time.
Johnson(116) presented a moreelaborate system, with a mechanismfor selecting amongsubclasses of stimulus attributes for consideration, and special subroutines for attemptingto find conjunctiveand disjunctive solution concepts. In a
somewhatmore formal analysis, Mott&Ross (152) described an algorithm for
generatinga list of possible conceptsfroma set of positive andnegativeinstances
basedon the logical theory of implicants of an incompletetruth function.
Huntand his co-workershave given analyses of the process of learning rules
for classification, using the powerfulconceptualmethodof representing the acquired conceptas a decision tree (108). Hunt, Marin&Stone(112) tested systems
varyingin their sophistication in choosingstimulusitems for test as well as in the
amountof memory
that was given to the system. Studies of the efficiency of the
systems were carried out, as well as comparisonsof simulated concept learning
with performance by humansubjects. Hunt (109) examinedfurther variations
regarding the methodof sdecting attributes for test and for assigning a label
whenan instance is encounteredthat is not specified on the basis of earlier learning.
Classification in associative learning.--Someattention has beengiven to the
process of acquiring a classification rule during the course of paired-associate
memorizing,whenrelationships amongitems can be used to simplify the task by
groupingrelated items that have the sameresponse. The situations studied have
used the conditions of short lists and few responsealternatives so the process of
associative learningis approximately
all-or-none. Thenthe transfer of association
to newinstances appears also to be an all-or-none process (92). The process
acquiring a category rule has been analyzedby Batchelder(11) as an all-or-none
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process, and data appear to favor that idea over the mixedpattern-components
modelof stimulus samplingtheory (12).
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FORMAL ASPECTS OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS
In this final section we will first present a brief classification of types of
mathematicallearning theory, based on their mathematicalproperties rather
than their substantive assumptions.Thenwe will review contributions to theory
of a primarily methodological nature, concerned with formal properties of
models,including issues involvedin evaluation.
TYPES

OF THEORY

A major dimension of variation amongmathematical theories of learning
involves the degree to whichspecific mental processes are postulated. At one
end of this continuumare quantitative descriptions of performance,wherethe
only theoretical entity is responseprobability. Experimentaievents (trials) have
effects on responseprobability representedby operators, and effects of experimentalvariables are represented by changesin the values of parametersof the
transformationaloperators. Theoriesthat specify characteristics of psychological
process and structure in moredetail provide fuller explanation of performance,
but moreimportantly give moreexact understanding of the system studied. We
differ from somecommentators(96) whoseem to see discrete categories
theory, such as "stochastic models," that are different in kind from "process
models"or other similar dichotomies.Ourview is that various theories about any
processwill vary both in their degreesof specificity and in the kinds of specific
process assumed.Furthermore,the amountof specificity built into a theory at
any stage of knowledgerepresents an important dimensionof research strategy.
Andsince research strategies apparently pay off moreor less randomly,it is
almostsurely to the benefit of science that different investigators tend to choose
different strategies, so the scientific community
has whatamountsto a portfolio
of strategies in order to benefit fromwhateveradvantagesthe various approaches
mayhavefor different problemsat various stages of progress.
Whiletheories differ in specifidty in a moreor less continuousfashion, there
are somebenchmarks.One step towardspedficity is an assumptionof a state
space, with different levels of performanceassociated with the various states,
and learning represented as transition amongthe states. Morespecifidty is
achievedin a stochastic modelin whichthe states are interpreted as conditions
of cognitivestatus, suchas those givenin Figure1 of this article, or as stages of
learning or problemsolving involvingspecific cognitive achievement
such as storage of representations. Evenmorespecific assumptionsare madein sometheories,
often in connectionwith the need to specify processes sufficiently so that an
operating computerprogramcan be written in an available programminglanguage. It is reasonableto supposethat someof the processesdescribedsummarily
in an information-processingtheory, such as scanning a list and comparingwith
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a test item, mightbe describedin somedetail in a theory dealing with processes
in a moremolecular way.
In our view, there is no argumentagainst the goal of describing cognitive
processes in morespecific ways,as well as havingdescriptions that apply to a
wide variety of situations in whichlearning and other cognitive processesoccur.
At the sametime, significant questions remainas to optimal strategy to be used
at any given stage of theoretical progress and empirical knowledgeabout the
processes that occur in accomplishingvarious tasks. Giventhe empirical knowledgethat is available regardinga process, somepossible statementsof hypotheses
are so general that their likelihoodof falsification in data is negligible, and they
probablyhavepoor prospects for providinga basis for significant newknowledge
and understanding. At the sametime, other possible hypothesesinvolve so many
detailed assumptionsthat go beyondavailable empirical evidence that they are
sure to be refuted in their first confrontationwith data. Whileit canbe instructive
to see a combinationof assumptionsthat are mutuallyconsistent and capable of
giving successful performanceon a complextask, it remainsthe task of science
to develop testable hypothesesthat can be challenged meaningfullyin experiments, and an overabundance
of detail in a theory can often preclude the use of
experimental findings in guiding modifications of theory towardmoreaccurate
description. Thezecautions notwithstanding,we suspect that the current state of
knowledgeabout learning is such that quite a variety of theoretical approaches
are likely to lead to meaningfuladvances in knowledgeand understanding, and
weare encouraged
by the relatively broadbandof degreesof specificity in current
theoretical work.
~THE~VIATICAt.

AND STATISTICAL

STUDIlgS

A considerable numberof investigations have occurred where mathematical
modelsare studied fromthe point of viewof their general properties or statistical
considerations involved in their application. Norman&Yellott (170) investigated properties of modelsthat lead to probability matching,and convergence
and limit properties that follow fromseveral general assumptionsabout learning
operators have been studied by Normanand others (104, 147, 164-169, 242).
Therehave also been analyses of families of learning operators characterized by
properties such as commutativity(142, 144), and generalizations of discrete
models, such as those deriving from stimulus sampling theory, as continuoustime processes (4, 51,213).
Suppes(210) studied asymptotic properties of learning systems formulated
on the basis of stimulus-response principles, and showedthat they can have
limiting properties that makethem isomorphicto finite automatawith manyof
the characteristics needed to describe language and other complexbehavior.
Discussionof the status of this result by Arbib(3) and Suppes(211) has emphasized the importanceof determiningthe numberof states neededto produceperformancethat people showwhenthey use language.
Both the linear modaland the all-or-none model have been the topic of
mathematicalstudies. Someanalyses have generalized the linear model(21,113,
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i65), and several mathematicalstudies of the all-or-none modelhavebeencarried
out. Twoaspects of the all-or-none assumptionhave been distinguished, with
several investigators noting that stationarity of performancebefore learning and
constancyof the probability of learning involve separate assumptions(73, 177,
188, 196). Rouanetet al (196) havegiven careful discussion of the wayin which
individual differences can influence tests of the all-or-none model.Anespecially
promisingdevelopmenthas been the use of the all-or-none model(119, 205) and
other moregeneral models(49) in the analysis of item-presentationsequences
Orderto developpresentationstrategies that optimizelearning efficiency.
A considerableliterature is developingdealing with technical matters such as
parameter estimation and evaluation of learning models. Bernbach(15) and
Millward(150) have given general methodsof deriving empirical predictions
from Markovmodels. General discussions of estimation have been given by
Holland and Kraemer(102, 126-128). A thorough discussion of all-or-none
parametersby Poison(176) deals with estimation as well as tests of hypotheses.
Theios(218) has given a methodof estimating performanceparametersand trials
of transition appropriate for experimentshavingmanytesponsesin each subject’s
sequence of performance. Regarding evaluation of models, Rouanet(194) has
given an analysis basedon relationships betweenmodelsthat deal with varying
degrees of fine-grainednessin the partition of experimentalevents, and Regnier
&Rouanet(182) haveshownthat different interpretations of all-or-none learning
can be distinguished empirically by movingto a finer partition of events in
whicha subject’s completeperformanceis considered.Questionsinvolvingstatistical tests of goodness-of-fit continue to be raised (96), and Kraemer(129)
Hanna(98) have proposed alternatives to the standard and still much-used
indices suchas goodness-of-fitchi square.
Investigations havebeenmadeof the kinds of inference that can be justified
on the basis of experimentaldata. Richard (192) and Jonkheere(117) have
sidered examplesin whichdifferent psychologicalprocessescan lead to identical
empiricalpredictions and thus not to distinguishable in data. A specific form of
of this problemarises whena mathematicalmodelhas moreparameters than can
be identified on the basis of data fromspecific kinds of experiments,and several
modelshavebeenanalyzedregarding the identifiability of parameters(7, 86, 88,
91, 93, 94, 208).
TEXTBOOKS
Texts by Galantcr (84) and Grccno (87) have bccn written for beginning
undergraduates with emphasis on systematic theory and inclusion of mathcn~tical modelsof learning. For more advancedundergraduates or beginning
graduate students, Atkinson, Bower&Crothers’ (5) text presents the basic concepts of stimulussamplingtheory, includes application to a numberof problems,
and gives considerable attention to techniques of use. A book of problemsby
Batchdder,Bjork&Yellott (13) is available. Rouanet’s(195) text also introduces
basic concepts of stimdus samplingtheory, and provides an excellent introduction to the theory of conditioningon a continuumof responses. Reside&Greeno’s
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(191) text gives three chapters to mathematicallearning theory, as well as four
chapters dealing with mathematicaland statistical issues that are especially
relevant to learning models. Coombs,Dawes&Tversky (44) have a chapter
learning, and they present general discussion relating to the use of mathematical
theory in psychology.Reitman’s(184) text presents an introduction to the use
list processingnotation and computersimulationin psychologicaltheory, including someproblemsin learning. Other books of particular interest are Feigenbaum&Feldman’s(77) collection of papers in computersimulation and artificial
intelligence, Neimark&Estes’ (158) collection of papers on stimulus sampling
theory, and Norman’s(160) collection of theoretical papers on humanmemory.
A newly available book by Levine&Burke (139) on modeltechniques for learning theories presents basic mathematicalmaterial in probability theory, matrix
algebra, and Markovchains, along with techniquesinvolved in geometricseries,
difference equations, and identifiability of parameters, all of whichgive a very
helpful source of mathematicalbackgrounduseful in learning theory. A most
pleasing developmentin the field of text materials is Kintsch’s (123) general
text in learning and memory,in which results based on stochastic modelsand
simulationare consideredin detail as part of the general literature on learning,
rather than as a segregatedsubject.
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